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unce nouses are assembled, they
will be able to negotiate for the

Winkler

p.m. in Rosse Hall, Alger
years ago on two
convicted twenty-fiv- e
:i of perjury in a case of Communist
i?e, will lecture on "McCarthyism
::ihtat8:00

;

Press".

ie Free
.August 5,

1948, Hiss appeared before
Committee of
ties and denied that he had ever been a
Four months later, he was
::fd by a New York federal
grand jury
nbsequently sentenced to 44 months in
Lewisburg
Hiss said
penitentiary.
dy, "By the time I am 80,1 expect to be
r:ied and venerated." (Life magazine,
J7. 1970). He has yet to be vindicated. As
:Weinstein,a current historian, points
concluded that although Hiss's guilt
House

Un-Americ-

an

--

---

constituencies;
that
members be encouraged

mist-

I

seems to me still unproved beyond a
reasonable doubt, it would be equally
difficult, in light of the available evidence, to
prove him innocent." (The American
Scholar, winter '71)
Hiss rose to the height of success by the
age of 42. He was born in 1904, graduated
from Johns Hopkins University and was
voted "most likely to succeed". He left
Harvard Law School in 1929 and became a
law clerk to Supreme Court Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Jr. He took up a private
practice and then worked for the government
under F.D.R. in the Department of
Agriculture and Justice, and he finally
served ten years in the State Department. He
was the secretary general of the 1945
conference that set up the U.N. and he flew
with the completed U.N. Charter to
Washington for President
Truman's
signature. In 1947, he left the government to
become the third president of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. After
his release from Lewisburg, Hiss went to
work as a salesman for a New York printing
company.
A few years ago, Hiss won a long court
battle in which he recovered an
federal pension for serving ten years in the
State Department. Shortly after he was
released from prison, Congress passed a
special bill which became known as the Hiss
Act, making him ineligible for the money.
Hiss has written one book, In the Court of
Public Opinion, reissued in paperback, in
which he proclaims his innocence. He is at
work on another about the New Deal,
tentatively entitled The Beginning of My
Love Affair with America.
The McCarthy era, according to Hiss, was
ushered into the fifties because people at that
--
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President

Student
Council officer election
s, with 65 per cent of the campus
were as follows:
Kevin
a: Vice President, runoff between Jay
rssand Kim Straus;
Kathy
-- a; and
Secretary, Susan Conners.
--

x

President,

Treasurer,

--

for Vice President will be
Thursday, April 18 at Gund, and

elections

-'

m

April 19

2;.

at Peirce.

aions for Senate Representative (four--?e- )
will be due in the elections box at
:AC. on Tuesday, April 23 at 4:00 p.m.

'Representative elections will be held
'junction with the Social Committee
person elections on Wednesday, April
Peirce Thursday, April 25 at Gund, and
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Alger Hiss ("Life" magazine photo).
time were "frightened of the government"
independent
and "frightened of having
thoughts". He partially attributes public
opinion at that time, to a fearful press:
"No reporter forced Joe McCarthy to
show them the empty sheet of paper . . .
If they had been digging, their
superiors would have told them to
forget it. The press did not report
fearlessly. Those who did, didn't
prosper. There was a young man on the
Herald Tribune who reported my case
fairly, though the Tribune was a
Republican paper. He didn't stay on the
Rolling Stone,
Tribafter thecase."

"...

Sept. 13, 1973

course of events over the past twenty
changed
has
public opinion
considerably, but Alger Hiss is still
dragging a ball and chain, and telling those
who will listen, that he was always a
Democrat, not a Communist.
In the

years,

Rainbow concert
Friday evening
Big Lost Rainbow will appear in concert
this Friday evening in The Great Hall of
Peirceat9:30p.m. Tickets will be 75 cents
in advance, or $1.00 at the door. Big Lost
Rainbow plays all original music. For years
the group has worked together, mainly in the
Cape Cod area, using their voices and a
variety of instruments to create their own
sound. What started out as folk has slowly
The group now
developed into classical-jazz- .
has a repetoire of about 100 songs, of which
over 35 are arranged for performance.
folk to five-ma- n
Their show ranges from
jazz.
Their concern is playing their best music
to as many people as possible. Ridley
Pearson, leader of the group, says that "We
harmony and
would rather sing
make people happy than anything else in the
world. "
Robin Pfoutz (cello) and Tony Morse (flute
and electric guitar) each have had ten years
classical training. Jack Bailhe (Hofner bass)
played in bands overseas for three years
before returning to the States and meeting
Otis Read (guitars, harp, piano) and Pearson
(guitars, piano, sax) who compose most of
the songs.
They arrange the songs as a group,
shifting the emphasis between the lyrics,
harmonies, and instrumentation in even
flows. It is music to be listened to; Dave Van
Ronk, with whom the group toured last
summer, said "It's the tastiest, most
intelligent music I've heard in years."
two-ma-

six-pa-

Folk and

classical-jaz-

z

group Big Lost Rainbow.
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The 42 member Kodaly Choir of the Debrecen Music Academy, Budapest, Hungary.

Student Committee reports on
new student centers progress
Last year during the second semester, an
ad hoc committee of Student Council named
the Student Activities Planning Committee
(or SAPCO) drew up plans for the renovation
of the buildings known as the Craft Center
and the Old Hayes Grocery Store-Bake- r
with
complete
House. These plans,
estimates, were to have been presented to
the Board of Trustees' Buildings and
Grounds Committee meeting at the end of
April. Unfortunately, they were not. At the
time, however, Student Council gave a
unanimous vote of support to the plans, with
the understanding that at some point in the
future they were to establish a framework in
the form of a standing committee of Council
that would be responsible for the operation of
these buildings, and hopefully, not only
provide their committee with a budget, but
perhaps kick in some money to help make the

buildings adequate facilities.
In the fall, SAPCO was told that they had
$12,000 to work with; and, that if the money
was not used, it would be lost. This was the
same sum that the committee was given to
budget their renovations in January, 1973.
However, the committee had then adopted as
official rationale the idea that in order to
make a facility adequate, or even barely
useable, a certain amount of money had to be
spent. So the plans for the two buildings were
drawn up not with the figure of 12,000 in
mind, but with the idea that certain things had
to be done. The total estimate, even after
cutting about $13,000 of work that could be
deferred to a later date without rendering the
facilities inadequate, was in the
neighborhood of $35,000. Thus, trying to
presented
some
$12,000
appropriate
problems. It was decided to spend it on
structural renovations of the Hayes-Bake- r
complex. With the money, walls were
two
knocked out and rooms widened,
bathrooms installed, a new staircase built,
and a stage added
and lights,
to the theatre section. The renovations were,
done by the
except for the
College workmen.
sound-proofin-

g

sound-proofin-

g,

Center
This semester, the Student
Committee was formed as a committee of
Student Council. Its duties were to include
the planning for the use of student commons
space. These spaces include the Craft
complex, and
Center, the Hayes-Bake- r
Peirce and Gund Commons areas. In
addition, the committee was to continue with
plans for renovation of the first two
buildings, to try and find a way to finance the
buildings, and to set up a system through
which they could be operated. The latter, the
operations, applies specifically to the Craft
buildings. And
Center and the Hayes-Bake- r
so, the committee has been meeting on an
average of twice a week to carry through with
these plans. Here is what has been
accomplished thus far: The plans and funding
for the renovation of Hayes-Bakealso
known as the Student Center and soon to be
permanently
are essentially
named,
complete. There is a manager, or coordinator, for the Craft Center and for
Hayes-Bake(The Craft Center has had a
for the past two years, Hayes-Bake- r
for most of this semester.) The
present
of the Craft Center is
Michelle Hoffman. The present
of Hayes-Bake- r
is Rob Jaffe. Next year's coordinator of the Craft Center, chosen last
week, is Peter Lentz. The two managers are
charged with the administrative work of
maintenance, scheduling and security of
respective
their
buildings
and
are
responsible to the committee and to Dean
Edwards. Their job is a salaried position
with part of the monies coming from Student
Council and part from the school. The
committee is presently drawing up a new
r,

r.

co-ordinat-

or

co-ordinat-

or

co-ordinat-

or

budget proposal for Craft Center

renovations to be submitted to the Board of
Trustees. Also being drawn up are the
necessary papers of definition, of the
committee and the duties of the managers,
that will establish the committee as a
standing committee of Council. Plans for the
two commons areas are being discussed. A
brochure outlining the different student

Kodaly Choir
sings Tuesday
On Tuesday evening, April 23, the Kodalj
Choir of the Debrecen Music Academy
Budapest, Hungary, will present a concert i
the Chapel at 8:00 p.m.
This concert is part of the fourth Lined:
Choral Festivi
Center International
Thirteen choirs selected from countries I
over the world, will form this Festival
Prior to their appearances in the Rennet
Center in Washington and Lincoln Centeri:
New York, these thirteen choirs will ml
sung at 100 colleges and schools in rwenr;
c:

.

one states.
The Kodaly Choir, which has forty
members, was founded in 1955 as a women;
choir, and although it has been a miss
ensemble since 1958, every progrir

includes works for women's voices. Tt;
Choir has toured extensively through
Europe and has received many awards. Tit
Choir's broad repertoire emphasizes tt
works of Hungarian composers, especial
those of Bartok and Kodaly, and the groupte
given, first performances of a number i
Hungarian and foreign compositions.
is
The Debrecen Music Academy
Acaden?
Liszt
division of Budapest's Franz
muss
of Music, Hungary's leading school of
U
Liszt founded the Academy of Music in
and its faculty has included Bartok
to
Kodaly. The Debrecen Music Academy
building
new
from 1949, and when its
this year, the AcademywilllB1;
200 students, most of whom willbeprepaffi
to teach music.
night
The Choir will be spending the
morning
next
ve
the
Gambier and will lea
evenffi
Columbus where they will sing that
at Ohio State.
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facilities and their possible uses is
drawn up and will be published over

aompl
Now, more on the Hayes-Bake- r
and '
With the backing of David Barrie Cen'Student
the
Finance Committee,
Committee has asked for and recerveai
$6,050
Student Council
been"1
Expenditures funds. Here is what has
will be purchased with this money. c
equipment: coffee maker, drink
toaster. (The College Purchasing Agent,
Kurella, has also manged to
electric range and oven, a freezer,
refrigerator for the building.) Coffee
-

:

furnishings: 11 sturdy tables and 44 cnai
match. Performance equipment: Sen
Baby
30
FT,
dimmer system,
(incandescent), sound system witn
an
amp, one channel FM receiver,
speakers, a movie screen, and col n J(
stage platform. The building also
fur
stack chairs and assorted lounge
which came from the old Colbur"s.
Committee and various College store
most
However,
respectively.
to
jn?
equipment will not arrive in time
the
in
be
this semester. It will
installed and ready to use, at the begin
ajt
the next school year.
The building is not connected
academic department andls for theuel
entire student body and student
building i" n
organizations.
The
onf'
V

'
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I'll tell you about eggnog"

jtnnis

Pannullo

from "Eggnog"

following

is

a

stream-of-;:iousnes-

s

:

r

?reneur is to gain access to the Whitney
aim's mailing list of filmmakers. This
:;ily arranged through a
imof the curator of the

friend who is the
Whitney's film
Htion. I entertain dreams
of Kenyon
iited with films until learning a week
"e my
appointment that my friend's
a finds suicide more appealing,
wary
of the
premonitive
rations of this incident, I proceed with
iijling the festival. Steve Rogers and I
to avoid
conflict with our formidable
sstival in Ann Arbor. So we spend two
italf months trying to get through to the
:Arborfilm festival's phone number, a
is either busy or unanswered. In
November we make our big
"iiirough when we learn that the phone
;W given to us is the wrong number,
finally contact Ann Arbor, schedule the
il, and revise our
filmmaker's mailing
Things begin to look brighter:
the
il is awarded a grant
from the Ohio
Council, obtains increased financial aid
3 tie
Student Council, publishes a
grated brochure and poster, and expands
;':!m school mailing list. Once again I
ofRosse Hall saturated with films and
--

hough

'-'-

--

;

--

:'-'-

at

--

--

is. u. sponsors
!father Ravp

vour parents pass by the
between Ransom and Ascension
this
;3? Saturday
at 10:00 a.m. and spy an
etically pleasing exhibition of
various
'J; you will undoubtedly be admiring the
'us and enthusiastic efforts of the
.tudent Unin in the sponsorship of a
's!ecial craft sale.
"ganizational project for the '73-'7'year, the Craft Sale will be the
second
;' major attempts by the Black Student
0
establish a black scholarship fund
--

--

4

"Kenyon.
B

The

first

you may

recall,

Talent Show held in
proved to be both entertaining
;ZanCiaIly successful.
Sizing Kenyon's minute and rapidly
black
student population (at
are fifteen black students) and
;
7re
'"equate funds set aside for
antaged" students by the College, it
y
desirable, but inevitable that
.(rir
; "Ejects would
be tackled.
."""igmore personally, as coordinator
"n-cul- i
inary part of the sale, this event
":

u--Facul-

ty

in.

Although I later learn that this year was an
r
in the film industry and that other
festivals are facing the same meager
response, I am momentarily shaken. After
s
of the entries, I
have enough acceptable material to perhaps
fill an hour and enough celluloid nightmares
to make the "reeker" festival a week long
event. After witnessing a chromophobic
woman mutilate a rat, a young piano student
raped, a man's comatose wife bound when
mistaken for dead and subsequently
mutilated by a mountain lion, a twelve year
boy stumble upon a massacre, Siamese twins
surgically separated (one of whom dies), a
glue sniffer busted in front of someplace
called "Kenyon's Tavern", a doberman
pincher mutilate a doll, and a mass murder, I
two-third-

ng

become convinced that filmmakers are those
who opt for film rather than the "pistol and
ball". Even my cartoons are preoccupied
with murder and suicide. One of my few good
films, something called "And I Don't Mean
Maybe", is improperly fed through the
projector and its sprockets become torn and
its surface scarred. The administration
advises me of its displeasure with the bad
taste characterizing previous festivals. I
have judges from all points on the map to
view this depravity. So I think about
cancelling.
Tuesday night I turn to God for the first
time in 3 years and advise the screenings
begin with a prayer and that all fingers
remain crossed. Eighty percent of the
following films are great. "AndMaybe" is
projected again and the sprockets hold. The
festival is on.
s
has
Then I learn that one of my
far exceeded it's expected lifetime, could
burn out at any time now, and that no
replacements are available. One of my
judges cancels. Another informs me that he
must leave Sunday afternoon and that the
must be
Sunday
afternoon program
arc-lamp-

craft sale

rescheduled

for Easter morning at ten.
night the lights go out and the
audience is gone when the lights come back
on. The endless festival is extended to
Monday. That night I come across a letter
from a filmmaker complimenting Kenyon for
running a "small sane festival".
Looking back on it, it may have been the
most successful festival in the KFF's
history. The programs generally went over
better than those of the past and Rosse was
filled every night (twenty people even showed
up on Sunday morning). Virtually every film
was followed by applause, though I still can't
figure the audiences' response.
Tom
Palazzolo's "Enjoy Yourself, It's Later than
You Think", a sensitive and perceptive study
of the ridiculous programs provided for the
elderly was rejected as too depressing. Yet
Splash
Pink
"Evasion
Productions'
Expresse", an animated portrait of a broken
man's inadverdant suicide, was wildly
applauded. While the cartoon was brilliantly
executed, Palazzolo's use of wide angle
cinematography, cinema verite style, and
his balance of humor and pathos, was equally
well handled.
The KFF received more documentaries
and animated films than in previous years.
The animated films were generally better
Sunday

received. "La Versione Originelle" tied for
second in the Judges category. Ironically, it
was a
"No Lies", that
won first prize in the Judges category. "No
Lies" last month caused a furor among
journalist-filmmaker- s
certain
at the
National Film Festival in Washington for
emphasizing the ease with which the press
can deceive.
" AndMaybe", tied for second place in the
Judges category. Mark Griffiths, who played
the beset homeowner, superbly directed and
edited the film from a powerful screenplay
by David Lee Fein who played the
pseudo-documentar-

y,

soap-eatin-

g

Cont. on p. 10

n
:

Tavlor

an(j

s
IJ
" ''hich

boast to my friends that this year Kenyon will
get 250 submissions. Eighty-fou- r
films come

pre-screeni-

3

Festival in fine form

off-yea-

account of the 8th Annual
:;;n Film Festival.
This style should
:;rtasenseof the casualness with which
Festival was conducted, reflect my
J confusion, save me the trouble of
raizing this
review, and blow my
.raionas "perceptive person" forever,
rrmpted by the advice of a friend to get
reived", aware that KFF was developing
widely respected festival, anxious to
lass the slipping Ann Arbor Festival,
imbitious enough to be in an absurd
of mind, I volunteer
for the co- rshrp. My first
scheme as an

yoU
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and
has thus far proven interesting
worthwhile. The major portion of my
responsibilities have entailed contacting and
soliciting the services of many different
kinds of artisans many times with
additional background information on the

particular craft.

No, now

I

am

still

not

capable of centering a pot on the potter's
wheel, but I do know that an electric kiln as
opposed to an oil kiln leaves a shiny gloss on
to the Sale
. The response
glazed pottery
by contributors
has been extremely
encouraging, but the real success depends
upon the patronage on Saturday.
s
Raffle tickets will be sold at
apiece by members of the Union for three
grand prizes. If you see one of us, just ask to
buy them.
Do come. There's bound to be something to
catch your fancy, whether it is a loaf of
homemade banana nut bread, a carnation,
wind chimes,
thrown pottery, or
a pair of handmade earrings.
I strongly urge your patronage. It really is
to your advantage as well as ours. And bring
your sensibilities along.
.

.

fifty-cent-

on-the-sp-
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Perceptive Pannullo ponders productions.
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All-skatin-

is

T

i,

g

semi-toug- h

in Mt. Vernon
hy Mark Block

There's a roller skating rink in Mt.
Vernon! Having led a deprived childhood, I

never realized that such things as public
roller skating rinks even existed; the only
kind I was familiar with was the Bay Area
Bombers-Rolle- r
Derby-T.V- .
variety. .But
pay money to go roller skating? Aren't
sidewalks good enough? Oh, they're good
enough for
but hardly
suitable for a bunch of teenagers on the
make, or even for anyone in need of a little
company to go with his or her exercise.
What's in it for Kenyon students? Well, on
Tuesrlay, Friday, and Saturday night, plus
Saturday and Sunday afternoon, you can pay
your$1.50 and roll with the townies enjoy
the local Mt. Vernon atmosphere. The breath
of fresh air will do you good.
Or consider this: on the other four nights
every week the rink can be rented out for
private parties,
If
you can get 30 or more people together, then
it's only a dollar-a-heafree skates, free
music, a free cooler to keep your beer cold,
and a host, Manager Richard Link, who
enjoys what he's doing. Such potential! And
it's been lying right under our noses,
unutilized, for over five years.
s far as getting into the roller skating
scene, it's too late for us to avoid being
trendy; Time magazine reported several
weeks ago that the sport is enjoying an
unprecedented boom. Over 400 ultramodern
"rollerdromes" have sprouted up since
1970(150 last year alone). The owner of Mt.
Vernon's rink has just opened one of these
huge monsters up in Mansfield, but our home
town rink, Skateland (9 Pittsburgh Road, just
.

eight-year-old-

s,

Bring-Your-Own-Bottl-

d

e!

off Columbus Road), is hardly of this type.
Skateland is the kind of small, well broken in
(just short of slightly run down) place that
grows on you quickly like that old bowling
alley you keep going back to even when
there's a fancy new one closer by).
If you've never skated before, don't worry
about it. After a few initial minutes of
frustrating and embarrassing lack of
forward progress, followed by about 30
minutes of intermittent smooth touring and
helpless flailing and falling, you'll be
comfortably cruising with the pack. Skating
is one of those beloved sports in which one's
skill and prowess seems to have no
correlation whatsoever with strength and
coordination. It provides you Walter Mitty
types with an opportunity to skate circles
around bullies,' and it gives you girls a
chance to show-uyour jock boyfriends
Having heard rumors about tne woimei 3 u.
Skateland, your faithful reporter decided to
accompany a group of Kenyon students to a
private roller-party- .
We were met at the
door by Mrs. Link, who hands out skates, and
then takes over at the turnatable as disc
jockey, keeping the 45's spinning. Although
she was getting off on the music, swaying
back and forth behind the counter, the record
selection is decidedly limited: mostly
country, some good old
and a few rock numbers. I think we
heard Traffic's "Gimme Some Loving"
about 20 times in a row. After a while, nobody
seemed to notice, but I recommend that you
bring along a few records of your own

i

p

organ-music-to-skate-b-
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li- t-

l

at the rink, but for a private
goes, so a case of freshly
nome brew was brought along
to
".e thirst of
tired skaters. Although it
needed a few more days to age
v. its lack of fizziness
seemed to
the skaters nor Mr. Lnk, who
the stuff tasted just fine; while
around with a bottle of it in hand, he
to do fancy, show-of- f
pirouettes
filling a drop.
spins he
ck to see that no one else brought
onto the floor.
:jfcout45 minutes Mr. Link lamented,
'f?ze kids sure are different than you
r Why, back when I grew up we used
raise hell."
ant us to raise hell?" I inquired.
he shot back, "that's the whole

:

t

upon

rvthing

:

v

1

r.-i- ther

In-betwe-

en

--

-:

--

(

;

.

'

,

before any hell could break loose,
'.ents in my right ankle did.
'1 just been asking Mr. Link about
during private parties; "Isn't it
--

3

)

y

!

US?"
we
')' at
'

never

parties."

have

any

injuries,

nthe electronic sign above the floor
ifrom "ALL SKATE" (readers of
sins
will appreciate that
'"SPECIAL" (there is also the de
COUPLES ONLY") I was ready
--

--

I

Semi-Toug-

--

Tie

and
to

'trated

h

fearless. "SPECIAL" means
play games, which
are
by Mr. Link, and include

--

:

I.

various kinds of racing (singles and couples)
plus a variation on musical chairs: carpet
squares are scattered around the floor, one
less than the number of skaters, and when the
music stops everyone tries to skate over to a
carpet; one skater is eliminated every time,
and the last one left wins a free beer or
something. For a while I was going fine,
having developed a flawless technique for
gaining control of a carpet square; I hadn't
yet learned to stop gracefully on my own
volition, so I simply skated to the general
vicinity of a piece of carpet and then dove for
it, crawling or rolling across the floor until
carpet contact was made. It worked about
three or four times until someone beat me
to my target carpet hunk. I was leaning
forward, ready to go into my patented
sprawling leap, when I realized it was too
late, so I tried to execute a 180 degree
technical
the
(without
possessing
proficiency to pull it off). My skates caught,
my skinny ankles buckled, and I landed on top
of the right one. Out for the season after less
than an hour. The shame.
So with nothing else to do, I hobbled around
on one foot for a couple of hours and shot the
pictures you see here. Everyone else
seemed to have a great time, and they
definitely recommend these
parties. But if you organize one of these
affairs, don't bother to invite me thanks,
but no thanks I'll probably be soaking my
ankle in a whirlpool.
all-skat-

e

i

t

-
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area organizing conference

out-of-tow-

672-374-

on,

Co-chairpers-

on,

around next year also.
KATHY DAWSON
Chairman 1974 Middle Path Day Committee
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Kent Student Union
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"View from here": First
we had letters to the editor. Then we had a
letter from the editor about letters to the
editor. This is a letter to the editor about the
editor's letter about letters to the editor. To
the editor: Righton. To the writers of letters
to the editor: Write on.
JAMES G. CARSON

Ky Mom My
helped He w."k fHe

as

worthyol

mf-say?

f

fMV

Letterslettersletterslet

''certified''

consideration by a male in the same fieH
When was the last time you listened to i
woman's advice on any subject and did fc'
feel the need to be reassured as to its me:::
by hearing a male give you the same advice
In class, do you place equal value on the ite
advanced by your female classmates, or
you tend to give more weight to what the

Kent Indochina Peace Campaign

11

Group

Why is it that many men, at Kejiyon aa:
elsewhere, do not take women seriously
an intellectual basis? This attitude is x
ingrained it may be an unconscious reacta
even on the part of males who
h"mselves to be liberal in their relation
with the opposite sex. If you are male, lor
example, when was the last time you tooli
woman expert's opinion or theory in any fieli
and evaluated it objectively without want

it to be

1s

Not

CAV

TOM FUTCH

RetheApril

by G.E.C. Consciousness Raising

fee:

n

ANN FRY
Co-chairpers-

1974

iSL

it

It may be that the disenchantment of mm?
women at Kenyon stems from this sourer
Many men seem to take for granted fti:
women don't, or don't have to take ttr.r
studies as seriously. After all, the
always get married. In the case of a wo
who does excel in her chosen field there
often an unspoken hostility radiatedather ..
the men. Many men can't accept the idea
a woman might be better at something
tti
they immediately assume
she must be abnormal in some way: cujo
frigid (all that sex drive is being
tt-theyare.-

at 1:00 p.m. there will be an
in room 315 of
the Kent State University Student Center.
The purpose of this conference is to mobilize
Ohio peace and justice groups for a national
rally to be held at KentState on May 4 of this
year. Through this conference we wish to
give area organizing groups full access to
information concerning the rally with the
hope that they will be able to mobilize
support in their home town areas and
campuses. Information will be made
available concerning the speakers at the
rally and workshops Jo be held after the
rally, housing and food for
people, as well as leaflets that can be usetl to
organize support for the rally. If you are
to
planning on attending please call
let us know.
April

I shudder to think of the turnout
we would have witnessed if the weather had
been worse. Middle Path Day this year was
more of a success than the previous few
years, so there is hope, but most of the
Kenyon populace cannot be credited with
making it the success that it was. To those
who can, I thank you and I hope that you will be

18,

plant a tree

Kent peace rally
On

April

and
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channel--int-

on.,

(she:
her studies),
studies so much because she doesn t t
social life). Note that her success
attributed to hard study, the imph"";:
being that anyone could do well if they
Nothing is said about talent'
"
natural aptitude. No such stigmas
applied to the male quiz kids.
One wonders how many won'deliberately hold back for fear of being tti
PSCape
it. into
Cnmo i
syndrome, but invariably it is because
are pretty as well as brainy. Somehow
looking justifies being smart. Pr '
because so many men tend to rate wom1fn
Dr
sexual
attraction
first and
afterwards.
,m
oi
Another rather odd attitude is that
'bia"
man who calls all female opinion
uridine u ir ifiiiait;, auu j women fur saying that male opinion on
subjects is biased. One gets the impr
that the univprsa out look for nuni...- ra-.
derived from the m:ilp standpoint tan
than from the combined and compli"""1
perspective of both sexes.
u
as yei. mere are no conci eic
Jff
the idea that woman's mental Proces'n, i
in any way significantly different fr
are
man's. Any apparent differences
result of conditioning. To us it sef '
terrible waste to condemn half of hurn
potential brainpower and ('rt';i"t,ntiij'
f
and
unending
frustration
stagnation. In the end. it won't be wo""1
lose, but the whole human race.
anti-soci-

al

bJt-an-

Wanton waste at Riot

y

h.

stud-enoug-

we must add that we feel the
the tradition of Spring Riot has
been violated. We hope this trend of
destructive "fun" will be reversed.

spirit behind

DEBBIE SURAN, KATHERINE ROBSHAW,
AMY
BLAKE RIMBAULT,
BANDLER,
M ARY C. ANDERSON, KRIS CAREY, LIBBY
EVANS, KAT11RYN
C. CLYNE, BETSY

MULLER,

MARY

CLARK,

KYLE

ROTHERY, DEBBIE ROSE, JANE GAINES,
SYLVIA B. ROBB1NS,
SUE GERSHEL,
KATHY
WEISE,
ANNE ZILBERSHER,
DEBBIE SPITZ, ELLEN TILTON, LUCILLE
SCHAEFFFR, ALISON C. GOODWIN,
WENDY
LEWIS, NANCY SYDOR, LYNN
RITTENHOUSE,
KATHERINE
ALBYN.
BARB OVERBY,
JUDY
O'NEIL. BIF
GOLDING, LIZ PEGRAM. BETSY BAEHK

--

our furniture.
Furthermore,

-

l-nKol-

As chairman of Middle Path Day, I would
like to thank the children and townspeople of
Gambier and those students and faculty of
Kenyon who helped last Saturday. Most of the
projects were completed, but not all due to
the lack of response on the part of most of the
Kenyon students. Only 80 students showed up
out of a population of at least 1400 and many
of the ones who did not work preferred to lie
around and watch the rest of us acquire
blisters and calluses. It is a shame that the
cause of the environment seems to have
paled so in the few years since Earth Day.
The first year of Middle Path Day, people
enthusiastically helped to rake Middle Path
in order to save it, but this year the path had
to be largely neglected since there were not
enough people. Just because there has not
been any commotion recently about paving
Middle Path does not mean that it is no longer
being considered. Only if people get out and
work to show that they care about Gambier
and Kenyon's pastoral beauty will it remain
the beautiful place that it is. This is our home
for practically nine months out of the year,
yet most students cannot even spend '.'2 hour
of their time to rake the path, pick up trash or

Although Spring Riot is a Kenyon tradition,
we strongly object to the wanton destruction
and irresponsibility displayed on the night of
April eleventh. As Bushnell residents we are
extremely angered by the theft and
subsequent burning of our lounge furniture.
We have no quarrel with those who wish to
break the monotony here at Kenyon in spirit
of fun; however, we do not feel that we should
be held responsible for the costs of replacing

oH

Middle Path turnout

s

""""'5

jvcalneeds only final approval by
of Trustees before it
j.
s-.ir-

d

ana says it will actively encourage.
Qnce houses are assembled, they
will be able to negotiate for the

1974

II,

---

(1966)

Jean-Pau-

l

ites.

ijangster film traces the rise of two
rooks to the
top of Marseille's
wld of the '30's. After a brutal
pover a girl, the two hoods become
: Eddies, and set out to control the city
atly exterminating the competition.

Deray alternates moments

Jaques

violence with bits of uniquely
Gillie humor.
The glamour of the
' brilliantly
with highly
almost choreographed sets.

::eme

re-creat- ed

;

m short subjects: "Looney Tom The
Lover" and "Uncle Walt."
KAN

OF ALCATRAZ

'In

I
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OVER THE

Belmondo,
Catharine Rouvel, Michel
.ft; Directed by Jaques Deray. Color,
French with English Subtitles.
:e style of Cagney and Bogart, this

::r

t

I
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FILMS
;.IUN0
; Won,

members will have House

constituencies;
that
faculty
members be encouraged to join the

Frankenheimer;

(1962) Directed
with
Burt

Karl Maiden, Thelma Ritter,
Brand. B it W. 146 minutes.
is the story of a most extraordinary
it, a
killer who spent 43
'i u solitary,
all the while educating
X
and eventually
becoming an
';ty on ornithology. His creation of a
'e where
there seemed to be no hope
"fs memorable and powerful drama.

Hilt

by Kevin Fitzgerald and Dick Smith

The Grass is greener in the other fellow's yard . . .
Or at least that is what the Kay Valley Hemp Pickers of Lawrence, Kansas say. These
young people insist that the Federal Government is making times tough. It is too easy to
procure good Mexican or Columbian dope, so the good old home grown has a tough time
finding a market. Operation Intercept helped local American, dope dealers and growers
compete with the foreign markets raising home grown prices to $50 a pound but they have
since dropped to $15. The association also complains that there is a rise in amateurism that
causes weed to go on the market before it is mature. The association would like to see the
Feds tighten Operation Intercept to get the amateurs and foreigners out of the market.
Joe College, the consumer of the seventies . . .
The Political Science Dept. at Capital has recently given a series of lectures
concerning the student consumer. Recognizing that the bulk of the nation's population is in the
college age group, Capital is making students aware of the problems of the consumer. It has
been estimated that the general public of Ohio was bilked out of $350 million in 1971. Too often
the bargain hunting student is ripped off by his ignorance of the consumer protection laws;
keep that in mind the next time you find a bargain that is too good to be true that isn't at the

store.

Goodwill

iiter,

two-tim- e

Liberal Arts vs. Professional Degrees

. . .

Many Ohio colleges have noted that applications for liberal arts degrees have fallen in
favor of professional degrees. Otterbein is showing a little insight to cope with the problems
of the value of the liberal arts degree. The English and Public Relations Depts. of Otterbein
are joining together to sponsor a news writing course. It is the aim of the course to provide a
background for those seeking a journalism career.

--

l

I

reaches maturity . . .
For those of you who haven't seen the signs that have been all over Mt. Vernon, the Naz
is now an accredited four year college. Acting in faith, for which the Naz is known, bulletins
were printed and ready for mailing as soon as the good word came shortly after the 10:00 a.m.
The Naz

services.
Apathy and the student

',ih
Birdman Burt
'DAY'S
-- 1

JOURNEY INTO NIGHT (1962)
Sidney Lumet; with Katharine

by

rMasonRobards,

Jr.,

136

minutes.

B

O'Neill's play depicts a day and
personal revelation in
ne Household.
ThePartiarch (Ralph
:son) is a former matinee idol who
'"appear in second-rat- e
plays to earn
;i? His wife
(Katharine Hepburn) is a
'tared Catholic who has become
to the
narcotics which relieved her
son
Their
elder
f; ailments.
;)is a cynical alcoholic who forces
to face the truth about their
lives. The younger boy (Stockwell)
poet (O'Neill as a young man)
hves that he is suffering from
I

self-effacin-

g

--

--

ion.

--Pt-

'be

An

Graffiti is a social disease . . .
"Graffiti, like the clap, has survived all of man's efforts to rid himself of socially
embarrassing phenomenon," claims the Georgetown Voice. With accuracy, the paper traces
Pompeii. Modern man can find in many urban
the appearance of graffiti to
centers, such as Boston or Stockholm, walls reserved by the city for graffiti. These walls are
painted periodically to provide a fresh surface for new ideas. It has been postulated that
graffiti is the anonymous man's method to communicate a message to the world; but
regardless, it takes a coat of paint to remove graffiti, the clap is another matter
entirely . . .
pre-Vesuvi-

We take Pipe

s.

Collegian

t

"Journey"

. . .

non-smoker-

"actor's movie."

Hepburn in

us

Several weeks ago we published a blurb on a psychological study sponsored by the
Venturi Pipe Corp. Along with the report we received an invitation to send for "hilarious
Miieawitn apathy, we never responded to me
fillers" about pipe smokers and
golden opportunity. We have since been reprimanded and sent the material anyways by the
public relations firm of the manufacturer. A sampling of idiotic public relations pipe dreams
are: "The Venturi pipe should have a longer stem. Cyrano deBergerac. A Venturi Pipe is
an excellent aid to remembering. Smoking one, I find myself remembering the Alamo, the
Harlow Huh, memory expert" etc. Our apathy was not
Maine, Pearl Harbor and Mama.
entirely without reason.

Sports: Bob Gibson
Mark Block, Anthony Wood
Layout: Lisa Riker
Business & Circulation: Jim McDonald
Ted
Bloom,
Richard
Bunker,
Clark, Kevin Fitzgerald, Karla
Staff: Linda Angst, Micah
Hay, JoeGioia, Andy Gross, Bi ian Izenberg, Walter Kalaidjian, Kevin Martin, Alex
Morgan, Andy Nickerlhoff, Dennis Pannullo, Jeffrey Rucker, Buck Sanford, Dick
Smith, Kim Straus, David Wickenden, Matthew Winkler, Tom Utescher.
Published weekly during the school session at Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022.
Second class postage applied for at Gambier. Yearly subscription rate $7.00. Please
address any comments to the editors, PBX 289, P.O. Box 308, or our box at the S.A.C.

Editors-in-Chie-

,klrisand

. . .

The student activism that surged throughout campuses in the sixties is dead.iaccording
to a Psychology professor at Yale. Prof. Kenneth Keniston states that students feel the
movement of the sixties led to political backfires and movements which became corrupt; but
he goes further to add that the people who were involved in the old campus movements have
gone on to grad schools to get the skills necessary to change society. Keniston feels that the
present apathy is "the calm before the storm".
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Robert Bly;

The Lord gave, and the Lord takes away,
Blessed be the name of the Lord.

For a couple of days last week, Kenyon was
visited by contemporary American poet,
Robert Bly. He gave two public readings of
poetry, conducted at least one class, met
with students informally in Philo and in
specifically
settings. In the
process of reading and explicating his own
poetry as well as that of others (including
Russian, Spanish, Indian and Chinese poetry,
most of which were his own translations),
Bly unfolded, often at length, his views of
life, poetry and a wide variety of topics, all
directly connected with his great overall
concern with the inner, emotional and
spiritual life of the individual in a spiritually
bankrupt and emotionally impoverished
society. Though discrediting Leslie Fiedler
and others who, he says, by 'playing to the
kids' lose all integrity and purpose, Bly
nevertheless established himself, through
his position as poet, as a guide and teacher;
he clearly believes that he and his
contemporaries, particularly people like
Gary Snyder and Denise Levertov, have a
major responsibility in 'educating' their
public.
For Bly, the present task is first to make
people aware of the problem of spiritual
aridity and repression, and second, through
poetry (especially that of the Spanish) to
bring us in touch with our own minds,
emotions and bodies; to awaken dormant
senses, stimulate the imaginative life and
prompt us all toward a greater and deeper
self knowledge and expression, with the
resulting possibility for a dynamic inner
growth. In its most basic sense, his effort is
one that aims at teaching us how to feel.
He began his first reading with a quote
from the Tao Te Ching and one from the Old
Testament; both preface his latest book of
poems and both were offered as examples of
ic

'Mother literature' and 'Mother

consciousness'.

He then went on to

describe

the idea of the Great Mother, matriarchies,
partriarchies and the equivalent states of
male and female consciousness present in
the human psyche. The essential idea is that
each man was at one time with the universal
'Mother' and, having gone out into masculine
consciousness, it is his job ultimately to
return; society too evolved out of the Great
Mother, and, citing the Swiss scholar
Bachofen and the German Erich Neumann,
31y s?t forth archeological evidence of the
presence of the Great Mother in statues and
hence cultures that date back many
centuries. This cultural and spiritual
influence seems to have been one of

incredible longevity; "What we call
masculine consciousness", Bly said, "is a
very recent creation".
Under the influence of the Great Mother,
then, it was the female principle that was
dominant women possessed the wealth and
ran all areas of life; law, agriculture, social
custom, and, most importantly, religion.
Ultimately, of course, there was a change
toward Father consciousness, the process
being long, bitter and violent, with many of
the Mother representations being destroyed.
Bly sees clear remnants of Mother
literature in many stories and poems in the
Old Testament, giving this example from the
King James Job:
I

came out of the mother naked,
I will be naked when I return.

and

18, lii:

guide and teacher

a poet,

by David Wickenden

non-academ-

April

creativity finds its source and derives;',
power from the feminine, receptive par::
the being
"All of my poems come
Mother; everyone's poems do.
in patriarchies try to deny the truth tta:L
creativity lies in feminine consciousn;;:
it's part of the fight with the Mother".
Bly sees something very import
happening in the world right now.
from:-Ecstati-

Because of the disunity of the images, he
says, the poem must have originally gone
this way:
I came out of the Mother naked,
and I will be naked when I return.
The Mother gave, and the Mother takes away,
I love the
Mother.

The societal female principle derives its
power, then, from a more cosmic source, the
tone of w hich is reflected in Chinese poetry
and expressed clearly in Taoism and the Tao
Te Ching:
The valley spirit never dies;
It is the woman, primal mother.
Her gateway is the root of heaven and earth.
It is like a veil barely seen.
Use it; it will never fail.
In a similar way Bly discussed American
Indian cultures, all of which, if not actual

matriarchies, were spiritually centered
around the universal Mother principle, the
major symbol of which is a circle (as
opposed to the masculine symbol of the
square with its sharp, angular lines and
corners), and related the story discussed in
Black Elk Speaks of an old Dakota holy man
who dreamed that the Indians would be
defeated and warned that when that happened
they would have to live in square houses.
Years later, living in a square house, Black
Elk says:
It is a bad way to live, for there can be
no power in a square. You have noticed
that everything an Indian does is in a
circle, and that is because the Power
of World always works in circles, and
everything tries to be round. In the old
days we were a strong and happy
people, all our power came to us from
the sacred hoop of the nation
Everything the Power of the World
The wind, in
does is done in a circle
.

.

.

.

.

.

its greatest power, whirls. Birds
make their nests in circles, for theirs
Our
is the same religion as ours
teepees were round like the nests of
birds, and these were always set in a
But the Wasichus have put us
circle
in these square houses. Our power is
.

.

.

.

.

.

gone and we

are

dying

.

.

.

This feminine principle, as well as the
masculine, is present, more or less
according to constitution, in each human
being; we have inside us two worlds of
one world associated with
consciousness
the dark (the feminine; soft and yielding:
affection for nature, compassion, love of
water, grief and care for the dead, love of
whatever is hidden, intuition, ecstasy) and
one with the light (the masculine; hard and
rigid: logic, intellect, rationality, passion
for justice, law and rule). This double
consciousness is what the
circle of
the Chinese symbolizes, with the emphasis
being on the perfect balance and
interconnection between the two aspects.
Though,
as Bly points out, "Father
consciousness at its highest, when it does not
reject the spiritual mother, is intense,
spiritual, glowing"; it is important to note
(in addition to the qualification) that all
yin-yan-

g

c

particularly

in the West. Namely, itisi
swing of consciousness away from the pur;!'
masculine toward the acknowledgement
embrace of the feminine. For many yer
men have been denying that dark, bid i;:
feminine (left) side of their being (reflect:
Bly points out, in the poetry of Pope z
Donne which is highly angular, stur:
rational) just as women have been forced:::
a stereotyped 'feminity' that enforces fc:
own
and which does not allow :::
adequate expression of the masculine pan:
self-deni-

al

their consciousness.

The results of this imbalance :
consciousness and the attempt to correct
are reflected, all around us; the movemei:'
large numbers of young men to move near;:
the Mother is seen, says the poet,
long hair, stress on ecstasy"
the growth of communes. For man
gentlens
of
principles
creativity,
tenderness and display
affection are now being embraced
endorsed by a growing segment of socie?
they are indications of a fundamental shift
consciousness, as is the impulse behind -'
women's liberation movement which,
seeks to restore the balance within1-fc
female consciousness by bringing up
masculine.
"The increasing strength of Pet'
defense of earth, and mother consciousneimplies that after hundreds of years of- motionless, the Great Mother is niova
again in the psyche.: Every day her
becomes clearer. We are becoming
"infc-bead- s

ne

8

--femini-

Page
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a"1-core- ,

-'

-

o---

conciHva

;

"

mrTa nnan in hur influence.
or we are returning to

returning,
everyone who looks down into his own ps.usees her just as in leaves floating on a
vou can sometimes make out faces.
pendulum is just now turning away 'ronl
high point of father consciousness
starting to sweep down. The pending
rushes down, the Mothers rush toward usg
spf
can all feel the motion downward, the
-'

increasing".

.

There is a great danger here, and thati
deny and hate the masculine: "Rignt nJ
have this strong urge to say 'hat ...
m
consciousness
is bad, and
not
that's
But
good.
consciousness is

they're

both good. We know it is

fij

saying those "1'n(
consciousness
insists on putting labels on things
Greeks and the Jews were right to
from the Mother and drive on into
consciousness, and their forward mo
gave both cultures a marvelous lu"1'"0.
But now the turn has come. Women
more masculine consciousness, an
want more mother consciousness; they
a balanced consciousness".
s
And here is the key to Bly
u
argument, for what he is continual')" 0U
onus to do is to plunge deeply in'0 m
'u" and.1
psyche and
balance nnr
incorporating only
consciousness
fOT it IS . .
pynrPRsinffhnfh
nrinfinlpfi
,
lif
the full expression of these forces, w
.

'

'

t

t- -

t- -

,

becomes truly dynamic,

f

Cont. next

p

(

;il needs
d

of

only final approval by
Trustees before it

Once houses are assembled, they
will be able to negotiate for the
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:js. By denying these parts of our
!;. says,
we are killing ourselves,
jrselves off from vital experience
::in; by the time we reach middle
.:: mal and spiritual life is all but
ted.

:;? often to the Puritans and the
r.erican tradition who taught hatred
denial of emotional life, plus the
:v.asis on the separation
of the
from
the integral being, Bly
stacked with the Spanish poets,
:Yoznesensky all of whom probe
their own psyches, embrace and
ieir passion. In his reading of these
3!v
was forceful and
dynamic.
the point that people in the west
customed to seeing or displaying
;a public and
are afraid of it; an
hich is ultimately traced to a
."fearofour own emotions and our
"rto truly feel anything deeply. He
idyrowth in the public reading of
-- i feels it to be a good and healthy
''hen you hear a poem,
it's a
'tin? than reading it. When you hear
straight to the gut, when you read it
"jhis head) it gets all tangled up in
.

3

:

read ''Goya'' by
poems about Vietnam or
Lorca's about New York or
Masses", there was no escaping;
risienerated were powerful, deep
fleeted tangibly in the three-hou- r
osphere of the Bio Auditorium.
leads to a point about Bly himself.
t
prejudices, definite ideas
'things, knows what he loves and
'states all of this with an intense,
ind unequivocal style
and language;
:ionateand often angry man. He is
of offending
people by stating
:'asionally, perhaps, with a touch
arrogance) what he believes;
"''ly some people were taken aback
lien

he

'sky, or his
seal, or

5

Mr-cu-

al

:-hi-

1

'offended; a few found him too
others similarly took issue
:.'another with some of his ideas.
J'jimda great
deal of insight in his
and more than that, experienced
roach and presentation
a vitality
:T:'sm
conspicuously lacking in the
Parched atmosphere of this
- and

.

'

:i'-

night the focus was primarily
'r poems', exemplified
most
'' by the
Chinese and Kabir; on
;!''asthe Spanish poetry of Lorca,
sllejo and
others that received the
Mr. Bly
read his own ooetrv the
He
seems to feel that poetry in
an and
must move in one of two
' toward the
former group, which
ard the
embodiment as both
ends of the language of silence,
flatter, which utilizes bizzare,
Tis?ery with a driving intensity of
ind
emotion. Both, however, are
"ard the same end despite the
'the expression; both, uncovering
'1en
within the subconscious, are
'drd and express a
different, more
!

!

'evel of

'ling.

faculty
to join the
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feting on Tuesday morning the
"as not on poetry but on Bly's
'he subconscious
and self-- ,
He
showed a great familiarity
,0hom, indeed, he owes a great
Jssed the
'shadow' self, and gave
of
Poets (Sylvia
Plath, most
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Early Music Consort:
good fun, good music
by Jim Carson
It seems almost as if the Music Club and
Gund concert series are engaged in some
sort of friendly competition to see which can
succeed in brineing to campus the most
superlative performance of the year. While
this can't be the case in actual fact, the
results of the apparent rivalry have been
gratifying to say the least: such events as the
New London Soloists Ensemble on the Gund
series, and the Music Club presentations of
the Cincinnati Jazz Septet and the Frans
Breueeen Alan Curtis duo, have made this
year's concert season one of the best ever.
Tuesday night in the Great Hall of Peirce,
with another SRO audience, the Gund series
struck back w ith a
ensemble known
as the Early Music Consort of London. As far
five-ma-

n

as general musical excellence goes, this
group has been equalled, though certainly not
surpassed, by others which have appeared
here. But in terms of sheer enjoyment for
performers and audience alike, the event put
every other "serious" concert of the last
four years pretty much in the shade.
The ensemble includes renowned counter
tenor James Bowman; lutenist James Tyler;
Christopher Hogwood. harpsichord and harp
specialist; Oliver Brookes, string and wind
player; and director David Munrow, a wind
specialist. Their program consisted of
,
performed
music from the period
ona wide variety of authentic instruments. In
keeping with early practice, each performer
played several of them at one time or
another; director Munrow, for example,
switched back and forth among nine different
winds, and Bowman played the tenor viol as
well as sang at one point he even did both at
1200-1600-

once!
To enumerate the pieces performed would
be pointless; you'd be bored to tears and I'd
have no room left to discuss the quality of the
performances. Not that there's really that
much to say about the quality of the
performances; simply that everyone did
whatever he did as well as one could ever
wish to hear it done. If anyone deserves to be
singled out, it is perhaps Bowman, whose
voice (like most counter tenors, a highly

trained falsetto) possesses a dynamic range
and precision of intonation which are quite
uncanny. Its effect on this writer was
staggering; my heavy flannel shirt was quite
comfortable most of the time, but during
Dufay's
Bowman's pieces, especially
'Vergine bella, ' I could have sworn the room
temperature was at least 110. But then, this
writer is a singer himself and therefore
and
agility,
ability,
the
prejudiced;
versatility of all the other performers was
equally amazing. Throughout the evening the
ensemble completely avoided the stodgy
tempos which plague so many performances
of early music; and the program notes
provided by director Munrow were unusually
detailed and witty.
As pointed out by Mr. Taylor in his highly
informative Sunday lecture which, dear
readers, a lot more of you should have
heard a peculiar problem in performing
music of this period is that of organizing a
large number of short pieces 34 in this

case into a coherent and interesting
concert. The London group handled this
problem brilliantly; in the first place, by the
layout of their program. It was billed as
"MUSIC FOR PRINCES AND PEASANTS:

A

program exploring the contrasts between
courtly and popular elements in mediaeval
and Renaissance music," and the music
chosen was placed in six large groups
displaying the two elements in varying
degrees, with applause reserved for the end
of each section. To unify the pieces within
were
modulatory interludes
sections,
occasionally used to good effect; as were the
variati ns in instrumentation, so contrived
as to allow some performers to get set for
the next piece while others were playing.
In addition, the group displayed from
beginning to end a distinctive flair for
showmanship which I have not seen in any
ensemble of any
other professional
beginning
the
At
description.
each
performer entered individually, with a solo
piece for one of his instruments. Bowman
was the last to appear; and as he did his first
song the other players joined one by one until
the entire group was at last engaged.
The showmanship aspect is perhaps best
demonstrated by a little incident which
occurred in the latter part of the program.
As I've hinted already, every performer was
clearly enjoying himself all the way through;
but a burning question in some sectors of the
audience was, "What is James Tyler so
happy about?" For the lutenist was wearinga
Cheshire-typgrin which gave evidence of
some tantalizing secret. The answer came
on the third number from the end in the form
of a delightfully sophisticated practical joke.
This was supposed to be a solo for Munrow's
pipe; but Tyler slyly produced a
Jew's-harfrom his coat pocket and
e

six-hole-

d

p

improvised

a

perfect

drone-bas-

s

tooted
Munrow
accompaniment while
serenely on as if nothing out of the ordinary
were happening.
Needless to say, the audience loved it. But
they'd been loving it all along; and at the end
they responded in kind to the musicians'
exuberance by springing to their feet like
and producing an ovation in
the grand collegiate tradition, with whistles
and cheers.
Obviously, then, this concert was good fun
as well as good music particularly, of
episode and the
course, the Jew's-harSaltarello
wonderfully noisy
which concluded the program. Then, too, the
sound of the crumhorn, one of the early
reeds, can hardly help but amuse present-dalisteners at first hearing; it bears a
startling resemblance to the modern kazoo.
But, on a more serious level, many of us
discovered for the first time that early
instruments, singly and in combinations like
or
create sounds which are as sheerly
gratifying to the ear as those of any of the
standard instruments we are familiar with. I
suspect it may be a while before Kenyon gets
another concert which so thoroughly
s
combines novelty and excellence;
people are pretty glad they were around for
this one.
jack-in-the-box-
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over-balance- d

pseudo-spiritua-

l,

plastic, westernized imports from
the East. Rightly dismissing Be Here Now by
'Baba Ram Dass' as representing "comicbook spirituality" and a "merchandising
mentality", Bly emphasized two points
applicable to any attempt at greater
and integration: first, anything of
lasting, deep spiritual value involves
"manual labour"; pain and a good deal of
struggle over an extended period of time.
It is always tempting to believe that
somehow we really can get something for
nothing; people in the west, and Americans
especially, who are used to this kind of
advertising pitch generally are not used to
looking deeply inward, are naturally lazy,
and would love to have their work done for
them by someone else. Or, better yet, be told
that all such work is unnecessary. This is
surely a major appeal of the guru Maharaj Ji
virtually
who
promise
does indeed
everything for virtually nothing. To my
knowledge,
nowhere in his simplistic
manifesto is there mentioned anything
resembling a 'dark night of the soul' or deep,
strenuous, spiritual struggle or temptation.
If so, what does that make Christ, Buddha, St.
John of the Cross and countless other
mystics and saints throughout history?
The second point is that the effort must be
made immediately and directly; it is too
tempting to believe that the inner life will
change 'profoundly with a change in the
external environment. One need not go to
India to look inward and live a spiritual life,
nor need one go to a Buddhist monastery to
meditate; these things involve external
action, and that too often signifies a running
away from the soul and the work immediately
demanded rather than a movement toward it.
Bly cited a passage from Jung that has a good
deal of relevance here:
If we hide our nakedness, as the
Theosophists do, by putting on the
gorgeous robes and trappings of the
self-knowled-

ge

Y

if'

"Under:-pressur-

As water and the ocean are clear Mother
symbols there is a direct connection here
with Bly's earlier discussion. "In my own
poems", he has said, "and the poems of so
many other poets alive now, I see
fundamental attempts to right our own
spiritual balance, by encouraging those
parts in us that are linked with music, with
solitude, water and trees the parts that
grow when we are far from the centers of

ambition".
It is different to write or speak of Bly using
normal critical standards; he defies those
standards openly and, for the most part,
successfully he demands that we meet him
on his own terms using his own rules, and we
do. In the process, many exciting things start
to happen. The constant stress on the
intellect is abandoned as we give way to his
forceful insistence that we involve our
emotive, intuitive, spiritual beings as we
listen to his readings. Second, as that part is
given
nourishment, we discover
being
that the
intellect far
from
annihilated is actually stimulated by the
change and by a
freedom through
the release of constant pressure; ideally the
intuitive and the intellectual are fused into a
more dynamic total and not partial
comprehension of the ideas the poet is
presenting. The
'balance' is at
least glimpsed, if not felt directly and
powerfully.
Technically, we can say that Bly's
translations are beautiful and his readings
exciting and inspired; as for his own poetry, I
respect it and find a great deal in it, but this
is surely a matter of individual taste; an
extensive analysis and critique is not called
for here.
His visit clearly involved a great deal
more than a simple recitation of personal
poetry; whether we liked it or not we were
treated to a comprehensive way of looking at
life, the self, history and the universe
through the eyes of several different, but
thematically connected poets, this tied to
Bly's views on the function of the poet and the
liberating potential of poetry.
I found his appearance to be one of the most
exciting, stimulating
things that has
happened on this campus in four years. Bly
presents a way of viewing and expressing
things that this community desperately
needs; there is too much
intellect
here, too many people asleep, too much
superficial and too little spiritual life. The
arts are for the most part dull and bland, if
not completely stagnant, and the general
quality of the emotional spiritual existence
here is simply and clearly unhealthy.
Passion is what's lacking; there is anger,
jealousy, sorrow, violence but it grows out of
frustration, is put under a damper, and is
inherently petty and destructive; the passion
of deep commitment, concern, involvement
is generally absent. Bly's visit was
important and valuable; his intent was to
shake things up, wake us up and out of our
easy routine, assumptions and lazy
in doing so he offered an
alternative to a way of understanding and
living that is too often stultifying,
long-neede- d

d

ed
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Peter Frampton will be in concert, Friday,
April 26 at 8:30 in the Fieldhouse, with an
added extra attraction. Full story next week.
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Filmfcst cont.
Cont. from p. 3
Mumbly. The film was a prize winner at.t
Arbor last month as well.

Several films are still

rnnciHoriinn fnr tho Prcmn award
given by the directors themselves.

unif:
9

DHIr

Thes

films include Tom Klodin's "Somewheri
Across the River", Michael DiLauro's
"Vowels" (both amateurs are from Oi:
University) and Doug Wendt's "Sasqiu:::
Amongst Us". Wendt won the Cosmo are:
two years ago for his study of a peanut bun;:
pa

H

ntro dnfro

-

clear favorite

The

of Saturday

ni;

(

Bravermii!
Chuck
was
audience
"Condensed Cream of Beatles". Bravermi:
first acquired national attention duringa as
year start as staff filmmaker for CB5:
"Smothers Brothers Show" for his franc:
kinestatic films "American Time Caps'
Survey of Western Art
and "A
Braverman has most recently moved
directing last month's
Birth
production "David Hartman
indesputable commerce
An
success, Braverman was paid $15,000
advance by Pyramid Films for
Beatles", for distribution purposes.
"AndMaybe",
Surprisingly,
Beatles
finishing a Door second to
sfr!
Saturday night, tied with Braverman
on Sunday. After Monday night's ballot
however, "And I Don't Mean May"
squeaked ahead to win the Popular Prif
aN"
3-Min-

ute

in:-videotap-

Cont. from pg. 9
notably) who fail in their private lives to
come to grips with that self a failure which
often
and
leads to an
inadequate artistic expression. In terms of
creativity he stressed the need for
no
outside
with
feeling'
'sustained
the
that interfere with
distractions
subconscious flow.
talking about his own spiritual experience,
meditation and spirituality in general. The
poet clearly has no patience with the

unexpressive and inadequate.
Bly has said of Cesar Vallejo:
of powerful human feeling.
anger, or
or compassion,
about wildly, each leap throwing L
farther out into the edges of consciousne;-anat the same time deeper into the 'depii
As he says, 'Don't we rise to go down1"

East, we are essentially lying about
our own history. It would be far better
simply to admit our spiritual poverty
. . The way of the soul in search of its
lost father leads to the water, to the
dark mirror that lies at the bottom.
Whoever has decided to move toward
the state of spiritual poverty . . goes
the way of the soul that leads to the
water.
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Bly cont.
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UDSet at
'formula" nrnrinct
probably the last informal
Film Festival. Kenyon has long
folohritoH oc o "human" film feStP
mart
devoid of any elements of efficient,
ui'
year
professionalism.
like
This
couldn't have been in better form.
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Dally
at Dali
by Linda Angst

For students seeking

to suppl''1";"'

"experience
with a little culture

academicaspectof their

at Kenyon
(j
mention needed relaxation an
outing to the Cleveland Museum ol '
theSalvatore Dali Collection is P"
Friday, May 10
m
waning use oi an aiumy
PP1-,recreational
of $900 "made for
the Deans' funds,
rinamr exp lore
Chairman Dave Barrie set out to
possibility of having Kenyon studen i
tf(
the May Show at the Musuem. The
would include a lecture by m useum utic
Reynolds Morse. Lunch and tranM
will be provided for by the fu,uls' ..,, J;

j
,

Page
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day should

prove

exciting, especially to Dali
persons should get in touch

reW;"jteret'i
huffs-
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with Da
at PBX 428 to sign up for the outus
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Golfers take

centers

possibilities for use by students,
u:;?out, eating place, performance
: accommodating
plays, movies,
:rs. small concerts and so on. It also
reference room and houses the office
r.ient
Council and the
Gambier
:.r,?ntal College.
Parties, however,
of the nature of maintenance costs
smountof equipment in the building,
be considered
as part of possible
.:s. Any student or group wishing to
- facilities
must schedule the space
manager, either directly or through
rk in the Student Affairs Center.
:'ommittee would like to thank again,
.ieir help. Student Council, David and
ince Committee,
Mr. Kurella, Mr.
;i$

Wittenberg,

SPORTS

--

; :

--

I'

Parr,

and SAPCO.
MARA BRAZER
DEAN THOMAS EDWARDS
ROSEMARY FL'RFEY
LYNN GREENBERG
LANCE HASSAN
MICHELLE HOFFMAN
ROB JAFFE
TANNA MOORE
IRENE RANDALL
DAVID RATH
CHRIS REIDY
The Student Centers Committee

iMrs.York,

Mr.

fourths

2

from
Wooster yesterday and
of the four teams Kenyon finished with the
least success. Individually Doug Dorer was
the highest placing Lord, shooting a 77 for
fifth place. For Kenyon, Al Cafruny followed
with a 78. Scott Barnum 79, Rich Myers 81
and Bill Wilson 83. The Lords had a better
day on the Links last Saturday in the Marietta
Invitational, coming in fourth out of thirteen
schools. Dorer and Cafruny turned in the low
Kenyon scores with 78s, tying for tenth.
team

golf

The

Collegian
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OWU and

Undefeated tennis tops Wittenberg
The Kenyon tennis
team remained
undefeated through four matches as they
trimmed Wittenberg here yesterday,
and last Saturday trounced Baldwin-Wallac5--

4,

e

8--

1.

Against the visiting Tigers, Kenyon won
of the six singles matches, while
Wittenberg took two t of three doubles. The
singles winners all remained unbeaten on the
season; No. 2 Mark Lowery winning
No. 5 Wally
No. 4 Jono Rothschild
and No. 6 Mike Kennedy
Tice
four
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4--

6--

6--

6.
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6--

2,
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1.

Dave Davis had his individual 'record
in the top singles spot as he lost
evened at
and Fred Collord remained winless
2--

6--

1,

6--

2

1

scores.
at No. 3. dropping his sets by
Fred has been meeting some tough
competition at the third spot but has played
with each of his opponents and is capable of
being a consistent winner ifhe pulls his game
together a little more. The winning Kenyon
doubles team was Collord and Rothschild,
victory.
posting a
The weekend the Lords will be facing some
stiff competition at the GLCA tournament at
Oberlin. The host team is Kenyon's top. rival
for the OAC tennis cup, and their upcoming
match with the Yeomen, who beat Wittenberg
will be a most decisive one. Also tough
are matches in the future with Wooster and
6--

6--

6--

6--

3,

0,

6--

3

3

3,

Denison.

lacrosse
Oberlin

omen's
omps

Richard
jjnted by cold,

wintry weather which
their first contest last week, the
'lacrosse team made its '74 debut
in
-'
frigid
Stadium,
McBride
'Ting a convincing
victory over
from Oberlin.
miserably cold conditions became
'Mticable to the sparse gathering of
in the stands, particularly after
sitors scored rather easily on their
.session. You had to wonder if it was
those days. But before the
the stands could begin, Dana
Allied the first of her four goals of the
Mn. off a pass
from attacker Kim
to tie the score.
the Oberlin women, acting like
tually wanted to win, scored again
f'ir advantage was shortlived. This
'lin Mayhew took
matters into her own
Picking the ball off the ground and
'"Sit into the net to bring the Ladies
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the Ladies, encouraged by a
unnervingly (at least for the
vocal group of supporters from
'"?. finally got on track offensively.
Burke's girls
scored four more times
'the intermission to take a
lead,
"ebevoise notched two consecutive
put the
home team ahead for good and
ens and Mayhew
again also found the
.;'' swres.
"'nyon Ladies opened the season half
they had ended
the first
tently keeping
the ball around the Oboe
a Bortz
tallied two goals and Amy
: added
another off a feed from
:Jn Kelly Brigham
to put the game out
Point

but

'
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as pressed into action when
injured midway in the

voise was
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a
on the man
Chet Blackey , second in team scoring to Mueller with 8 goals, unwinds with shot
up offense. (Photo Dy rom uies.cuei j
Libby
unyielding goaltending of
second half. Kate pulled tendons and Arnold, who made 8 saves, and the defensive
unfortunately will have her leg in a cast for tandem of "Wheels" (Cindy Merrit) and
a
five weeks and is lost for the season;
adept at
who were particularly
particularly untimely injury after her Griggs,
the ball out of the Ladles' zone.
clearing
victory.
excellent play in Monday's
Another defensive standout was Liz Parker,
Late in the second half, Bortz, not unwittingly omitted by this reporter in his
one
satisfied with just a hat trick (3 goals in
season preview last week.
game for those of you unfamilar with the
On the attack, Bortz and Mayhew turned
past
the
goal
another
put
lingo),
still
in good performances in addition to padding
time
by
who
this
beleagured Oberlin goalie,
their scoring averages. But some of the
was convinced that she was being used for
credit for their high scoring efforts must be
out
the
target practice. Kim Mayhew closed
given to the likes of Robin Smith, Parker, and
scoring for the Ladies with her third goal of the
other team members who played
the afternoon.
well as a unit in this their first
particularly
especially
by
the
Ladies,
The stickwork
outing.
accompany
considering the jitters that
Next week the Ladies hit the road for
onening games, was impressive. Careful
Tuesday at Ohio Wesleyan and Friday
games
passing allowed the Kenyon stickers to get
University, both at 4:00 p.m. Karen
atOhio
close-rangshots on goal. Meanwhile, after
contingent doesn't play at home
Burke's
contest
in
the
early
goals
quick
those two
May 4 when they host Ashland.
until
again
Kenyon
the
whenever the visitors intruded
the
by
goal area, they were thwarted
co-capta- in
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Tennis 8
Tennis 5
Ladies Lax 11
Ohio State 6
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Wittenberg!
2

Oberlm

Lacrosse!

Even buoyant defenders find it hard to stop the airborne Eric Mueller, who has popped in 12
goals this season, 9 in the last two games. Last year Eric was one of the top scorers in the
Midwest with 34 goals. (Photo by Tom Utescher)

Lacrosse

Baseball1

Lacrosse edges Ashland
in thrilling overtime

Ohio Northern 15

Nazarene

Baseball

5

Baseball

3

Lacrosse teams
tightly-playestaged a
game that ended in a
overtime win for
the Lords. It was easily the most exciting and
satisfying game for the Kenyon stick men this
year, abounding
with
surprises and
memorable highlights.
The lead was tied or changed hands eight
times over the course of the game. An
Ashland player scored, with four seconds
left in the first half, on a shot from near the
midfield line, which is like sinking a court
long bomb at the buzzer in a basketball game.
It tied the score at
Another Ashland
player scored with one second to go in the
second half, which tied the game at
and
sent the game into overtime. Kenyon goalie
George Parker shut out one of the most
potent attacks in the midwest for the first
quarter, intercepted a fast break pass at the
goal mouth and totalled 25 saves. Crease
attackman Eric Mueller scored six times for
Kenyon and fellow attackman Bruce Isaacs
assisted seven goals (four of Eric's) and
scored once himself.
The Kenyon lacrosse team has had it's
problems this season and in the tumultous
second half against Ashland yesterday it
looked as though the Lords were fated to
flounder in the dismalness of what is termed
a building year; there was a stunning assault
by Ohio Wesleyan,
three quarters of
ineptitude against a hapless Oberlin team
and then a close but discouraging
loss to
Ohio State, who were 16-- victims last year.
Things were beginning to come apart in the
fourth game of the year and frustration was
becoming well known to the 1974 Kenyon
nerve-wrackin-

g,

d

11-1- 0

3-- 3.

10-1- 0

6--

6--

r

W
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Baseball!
1

crowd favorite Koney Konigsberg.
Lords faded again, Ashland
advantage of man-usituations tobuildsi-leadUndaunted, the purple stickmen su'i
it in and made yet another charge, this
And--t-

the

3--

B--

Mt. Union 8

clearing, riding, passing and
shooting was all executed sharply. But by
Kenyon lead was erased, the
halftime the
last blow coming on that impossible shot
(which glanced off a defenseman's stick and
into the goal). The scoring midfielder's
reaction of lying flat on his back appeared to
to
be a common
Ashland response
astonishment when two defensemen later
repeated the action after a crucial Kenyon
goal.
Kenyon play further degenerated in the
third quarter and with the possibilities of an
Ashland win growing very real, it became
painful to look forward to upcoming games
with Wittenberg, Denison, Bowling Green
and even Michigan State.
Then the Lords surged back to life, tying
on a beautiful dodge and goal by
the game

and

Baseball

he

p

0

it with a four goal spree to a
10-advantage with little
But Ashland, taking the use

sigh of relief

8

two goal deficit, came roaring back, in
the tying score with the horn about
sound, to the home crowd's disbelief
Fortunately Chet Blackey's goal
period
second
overtime
a
and the Lords captured
would
win. Had Kenyon lost, it
to--

rw--unanswere-

have-froze-

inability

I

realistic chance of competing in the
shots. With the victory over Aswan"
team can look with optimism to the strw
tough games that lay ahead.
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Ashland travelled down here with a very
respectable squad, full of alot of names who
had wormed their ways onto the stat leader
sheets the last few years. As a team they
have the potential to come into their own at
any time as one of the top Midwest teams.
However, through the first quarter the
Lords' play was superlative in most cases,
and it looked safe to assume that that latent
Ashland power wouldn't burst to the front
just then. Parker was excellent in the goal

.

Defenseman Rich Salomon

d

their limitations, proven
to win the close ones and denied'
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